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PIME 98, PROPOSAL FOR OPENING CONTRIBUTION

NUCLEAR WASTE

Would a debate about an international nuclear waste repository help us win
greater public acceptance for our disposal plans?

My opening points will be

- International nuclear waste repositories can be accepted by the public only
after the acceptance of national repositories. If there are no accepted national
plans or existing national repositories, nobody is accepting any international
repository in his or her own country.

- The focus of gaining public acceptance should therefore be on the national
programmes and on the technology itself i.e. "Deep disposal is a safe solution
independent on the type of rock formations, crystalline, salt, clay etc."

- The Finnish situation is quite clear. Our people are rather confident on the
stability of our old cystalline granite bedrock. Finnish politicians and ordinary
people are very much against accepting high-level waste or spent nuclear fuel
of foreign origin to be disposed of in Finland. This was one of the reasons why
the Finnish Nuclear Act was amended before Finland joined to EU, so that the
import and export of nuclear waste are forbidden.

- Our site selection programme in Finland is in a very sensitive phase. The
Govennent has just confirmed the target, site selection at the end of year 2000,
and the statutory Environmental Impact Assesment process has 'ust been
initiated in four candidate sites. Certain opponents try to frighten people by
claiming that accepting the site and the deep disposal of our domestic waste
means also definitely accepting the same for foreign waste, in any case for any
nuclear waste from other EU countries.

- So, all news on discussion about international nuclear waste repositories will
create more suspicions against the Finnish nuclear athorities, waste company
and utilities.

Summary: The answer is no, the debate about international nuclear waste repository
does not help us to win greater public acceptance for our disposal plans.
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